DION mail

-------------- Attachments --------------
Extracted DRAFT SPR Chap 6 - BTS Prog - WAP V-02 (2001-07-27)SamRedline.doc: 45056 bytes
Extracted DRAFT SPR Chap 6 - BTS Prog - SEP V-02 (2001-07-27)SamRedline.doc: 41984 bytes

"Kinzev, Bruce R" <bruce.kinzey@pnl.gov>---"Jerry Dion (E-mail)" <Jerry.D jen@ee.doe.gov>:"John Ryan (E-mail)" <john.d.ryan@ee.doe.gov>:"Connie Laugh lin (E-mail)" <Connie.Laughlin@ee.doe.gov>---<07/26/2001 09:56:44 AM>---<F
W: NAS study in the trade press

------------------ Message body ------------------
--- Attachments -----------------

Extracted NEP2.4 talkingpts2.wpd: 8170 bytes


 sábado, 23 de julho de 2001 12:12:15 PM --- <Heat Pump Water Heater and the R&D 100 Award>

---------------- Message body ----------------

"Nicholls, Andrew K" <ak.nicholls@pnl.gov>---<"tomlinsonj@ornl.gov"<tomlinsonj@ornl.gov>---<07/23/2001 12:12:15 PM>---<Heat Pump Water Heater and the R&D 100 Award>

---------------- Message body ----------------


---------------- Message body ----------------

Jerry Dion 07/20/2001 11:57 AM To: Gail Mckinley/EE/ 
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Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
DION mail

CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=Darrell Besch/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<Re: National Energy Policy Recommendations of Particular Interest to EERE

Attached is the response to the six BTS specific recommendations. I assume OPBM is handling the x-cutting items. Jerry DARRELL BESCH 05/17/2001 09:30 PM To: abe.haspel@ee.doe.gov, Mark Ginsberg/EE/DOE@DOE, Tom Gross/EE/DOE@DOE, Robert Dixon/EE/DOE@DOE, Denise Swink/EE/DOE@DOE, Elizabeth Shearer/EE/DOE@DOE, #RODrectors cc: john.sullivan@ee.doe.gov, Joan Gluckman/EE/DOE@DOE, William Parks/EE/DOE@DOE, Richard Moorer/EE/DOE@DOE, Robert Brewer/EE/DOE@DOE, Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE, Gail McKinley, Edward Pollock/EE/DOE@DOE, MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, Nancy Jeffery/EE/DOE@DOE, bud dy.garland@ee.doe.gov, wendy Butler/EE/DOE@DOE, #RODeputy_Directors, darre

-------------- Attachments --------------
Extracted NEP RO Chart.xls: 26112 bytes
Extracted NEP FEMP Chart.xls: 26112 bytes
Extracted NEP OIT Chart.xls: 23552 bytes
Extracted NEP OPT Chart.xls: 38400 bytes
Extracted NEP OPT Chart.xls: 31232 bytes
Extracted NEP BTS Chart.xls: 26624 bytes
Extracted NEP BTS Chart Response.xls: 29184 bytes

CN=Gail McKinley/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Mark Ginsberg/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<05/18/2001 10:40:51 AM>---<NEP Recommendation re S
tate and local governments
-------------- Message body --------------
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DION mail

CH=Gail McKinley/OU=EE/O=DOE--<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE&DOE;CN=Mark Gins
berg/OU=EE/O=DOE&DOE--05/18/2001 10:29:19 AM--<Observations re NEP WX
funding recommendation, relevant to FY03 Budget rationale

----------- Message body -----------

All, It seems OPBM beat me to the punch. Here is an Excel spreadsheet Dar
rell Beschen put together for BTS. Probably useful for this AM's meeting.

Jerry

----------- Message body -----------

Attached is my assemblage of materials with some edits and comments. At
this morning's meeting we can discuss improvements to this. I plan on p
 utting together an index of the NEP recommendations as an appendix so that
we can indicate relevant recommendations by chapter and number. Jerry

Mark Ginsberg 05/17/2001 04:57 PM To: Gail McKinley/EE/DOE&DOE, Mark Bai
ley/EE/DOE&DOE, Ronald Shaw/EE/DOE&DOE, Philip Hayes/EE/DOE&DOE, Edward Po
llock/EE/DOE&DOE, Qonnie Laughlin/EE/DOE&DOE, John Talbott/EE/DOE&DOE, Ric
hard Orrison/EE/DOE&DOE cc: Jerry Dion/EE/DOE&DOE. Thomas Heavey/EE/DOE&DOE

----------- Attachments -----------

Extracted JD Version 5-17-01 reformatted.wpd: 132629 bytes
Extracted NEP BTS Chart.xls: 26624 bytes
- Renamed to "NEP BTS Chart0.xls" to preserve uniqueness

----------- Message body -----------

All, Attached is my assemblage of materials with some edits and comments.
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Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
At this morning's meeting we can discuss improvements to this. I plan on putting together an index to the NEP recommendations as an appendix so that we can indicate relevant recommendations by chapter and number. Jerry

Mark Ginsberg 05/17/2001 04:57 PM To: Gail McKinley/EE/DOE@DOE, Mark Bailey/EE/DOE@DOE, Ronald Shaw/EE/DOE@DOE, Philip Hayes/EE/DOE@DOE, Edward Pollock/EE/DOE@DOE, Connie Laughlin/EE/DOE@DOE, John Talbott/EE/DOE@DOE, Richard Orrison/EE/DOE@DOE CC: Jerry Dion/EE/DOE@DOE, Thomas Heavey/EE/DOE

---------- Attachments ----------
Extracted JD Version 5-17-01 reformatted.wpd: 132629 bytes
- Renamed to "JD Version 5-17-01 reformatted0.wpd" to preserve uniqueness

Laitner.Skip@epamail.epa.gov<Laitner.Skip@epamail.epa.gov>---<05/15/2001 12:08:08PM>---<FACT SHEET: 21ST CENTURY CONSERVATION
-------- Message body ---------
I completely agree. Tom

Jerry Dion 05/04/2001 10:08 AM To: Thomas Heave

V/EE/DOE@DOE cc: Mark Ginsberg/EE/DOE@DOE. Barbara Sisson/EE/DOE@DOE. Edwar

--------------
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In response to your request for a detail box for Pulte, as requested by the White House, I submit the following. Let us know if you need more information.

Extracted Pulte-NEP 4-27.wpd: 2889 bytes

CN=Mark Ginsberg/OU=EE/O=DOE--<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<04/27/2001 01:16:21 PM>---<NPI chapter box

Message body

FYI ------------------------ Forwarded by Mark Ginsberg/EE/DOE on 04/27/2001 08:47:00 AM. Forwarded by Mark Ginsberg/EE/DOE on 04/27/2001 08:46 AM

Subject: Re: Additional Materials For S-1: Fuel Cell/Hydrogen Economy

To: Randy Steer/EE/DOE@DOE, MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE@DOE, Buddy Garland/EE/DOE@DOE, #EE-DAS, #EE-ADAS cc: Abe Haspel/EE/DOE

Message body

Re: Additional Materials For S-1: Fuel Cell/Hydrogen Economy

Extracted Hydrogen-economy_lpg.wpd: 10919 bytes

CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<BTS

Message body

Page 48
"McDonald, Sean C" <sean@pl.gov>---"Nicholls, Andrew K" <ak.nicholls@pl.gov>;CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE O=DOE>---<03/27/2001 08:22:00 AM>---<RE: Advanced Buildings Technology R, D & D Summit Issue Paper

Andrew: I have read your paper. Jerry updated and renamed. I renamed your original paper in keeping with that naming convention. Your original is: FY03 Summit Advanced Buildings Issue Paper V-01.doc and is stored at: <\esa\BTS Budget Analysis\FY2003 Budget\EE Budget Summit> Jerry's revision.

---

Subject: RE: Advanced Buildings Technology R, D & D

From: Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov

Dion@ee.doe.gov] Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 2:40 PM To: John.Talbott@ee.doe.gov Cc: McDonald, Sean C; Nicholls, Andrew K

---

Original Message--- From: Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov

Dion@ee.doe.gov] Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 2:40 PM To: John.Talbott@ee.doe.gov Cc: McDonald, Sean C; Nicholls, Andrew K
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CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE----<stevenson@battelle.org:ak.nichols@nl.gov:se and@nl.gov:CN=Darrell Beschen/OU=EE/O=DOE;taither.skip@epamail.epa.gov:hooker@acm.org:coenergygroup@aol.com:CN=Tanya Sadler/OU=EE/O=DOE:CN=Tatiana Strajnic/OU=EE/O=DOE----<petition for Women's Rights in Afg

--------------- Message body -----------------

Afghanistan  If you decide not to forward this, please send it to sarabande@brandeis.edu This is an actual petition, and "signatures" will be lost if you drop the line. It is outrageous....... as w th the destruction of ancient artifacts of other religions.... and of course, I signed. - M.  Dear Friends,  Please do not ignore this e-mail. This is something that we as women and essentially as human beings need to support - I don't know if this is going to help but take 3 minutes out of your life to do your part:

Since the Taliban took power in 1996, women have had to wear burqua and have been beaten and stoned in public for not having the proper attire, even if this means simply not having the mesh covering in front of their eyes.  One woman was beaten to death by an angry mob of fundamentalists for accidentally exposing her arm(s) while she was driving. Another was stoned to death for trying to leave the country with a man who was not a relative.  Women are not allowed to work or even go out in public without a male relative; professional women such as professors, translators, doctors, lawyers, artists and writers have been forced from their jobs and stuffed into their homes.  Homes where a woman is present must have their windows painted so that she can never be seen by outsiders.  They must wear silent shoes so that they are never heard.  Women live in fear of their lives for the slightest misbehavior. Because they cannot work, those without male relatives or husbands are either starving to death or begging on the street, even if they hold PhD's.  Depression is becoming so widespread that it has reached emergency levels.  There is no way in such an extreme Islamic society to know the suicide rate with certainty, but relief workers are estimating that the suicide rate among women must be extraordinarily high: those who cannot find proper medication and treatment for severe depression and would rather take their lives than live in such conditions. At one of the rare hospitals for women, a reporter found still, nearly lifeless bodies lying motionless on top of beds, wrapped in their burqua, unwilling to speak, eat, or do anything, but slowly wasting away. Others have gone mad and were seen crouched in corners, perpetually rocking or crying, most of them in fear.  When what little medication that is left finally runs out, one doctor is considering leaving these women in front of the president's residence as a form of protest. It is an understatement.  Husbands have the power of life and death over their women relatives, especially their wives, but an angry mob has just as much right to stone or beat a woman, often to death, for exposin...
DI o mail

Women enjoyed relative freedom to work, to dress generally as they wanted, and to drive and appear in public alone until only 1996. The rapidity of this transition is the main reason for the depression and suicide. Women who were once educators or doctors or simply used to basic human freedoms are now severely restricted and treated as subhuman in the name of right-wing fundamentalist Islam. It is not their tradition or "culture," but it is alien to them, and it is extreme even for those cultures where fundamentalism is the rule. Everyone has a right to a tolerable human existence, even if they are women in a Muslim country. If we can threaten military force in Kosovo the name of human rights for the sake of ethnic Albanians, citizens of the world can certainly express peaceful outrage at the oppression, murder and injustice committed against women by the Taliban.

STATEMENT: In signing this, we agree that the current treatment of women in Afghanistan is completely UNACCEPTABLE and deserves action by the United Nations and that the current situation overseas will not be tolerated. Women's Rights is not a small issue anywhere, and it is UNACCEPTABLE for women in 2000 to be treated as subhuman and as property. Equality and human decency is a Fundamental RIGHT, not a freedom + o be granted, whether one lives in Afghanistan or elsewhere.
DION mail

UHS: PLEASE USE EDIT / select all/THEN COPY / and then Paste this e mail on to a new message, sign the bottom and forward it to ever yone on your distribution lists. If you receive this list with m ore than 300 names on it, please e-mail a copy of it to abande@br andeis.edu. Even if you decide not to sign, please be considerate and do not kill the petition. Thank you.

"McDonald, Sean C" <sean@pnl.gov>-----<CH=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE/DOE>-----<03/ 22/2001 10:06:13 AM>---<RE: FY03 Budget Summit: Issue Paper

--------------- Message body ---------------

Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov [mailto:Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov] Sent: Wednesday, 4 Mar--

21, 2001 4:06 PM To: Nichols, Andrew K Cc: McDonald, Sean C Subject: FY0
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CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE>----CN=Edward Pollock/OU=EE/O=DOE;CN=John Tal bott/OU=EE/O=DOE;CN=Donnie Laughlin/OU=EE/O=DOE>----<FY03 Budget Sum mit Issue Paper
------- Message body ----------
FYI - I'll make sure you are in review loop. Jerry ------------------
- Forwarded by Jerry Dion/EE/DOE on 03/21/2001 04:30 PM ------------------
--------- Jerry Dion 03/21/2001 04:05 PM To: ak.nicholls@pnl.gov cc: sean

Jerry

-------------------- Attachments ---------------------
Extracted 06 High Performance Buildings.doc: 29696 bytes
Extracted Spring Budget Summit Final030801.wpd: 60200 bytes

CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE>----CN=Gail Mckinley/OU=EE/O=DOE>----<FY03 Bud get Summit Issue Papers

--- Attachments ---
Extracted Spring Budget Summit Final030801.wpd: 60200 bytes
- Renamed to "Spring Budget Summit Final0308010.wpd" to preserve uniqueness
Extracted National Energy Policy OptionWX V2.doc: 28672 bytes

CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE>----ak.nicholls@pnl.gov>----<FY03 Budget Summit Is sue Paper
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--- Attachments ---

Extracted 06 High Performance Buildings.doc: 29696 bytes
- Renamed to "06 High Performance Buildings1.doc" to preserve uniqueness

FYE - NEP High Performance Buildings Policy Response 2 Pager. This is as modified by OPWM. Forwarded by Jerry Dion/EE/Doe on 03/16/2001 11:14 AM. MaryBeth Zimmerman 03/1
6/2001 09:28 AM To: Jerry Dion/EE/Doe cc: Subject: High Performance Buildings If you have the chance, here's the final NEP 2-pager on high performance buildings to look at. It hasn't changed much from the last time you saw it.

--- Attachments ---

Extracted 06 High Performance Buildings.doc: 29696 bytes
- Renamed to "06 High Performance Buildings2.doc" to preserve uniqueness
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DION mail

If you have the chance, here's the final NEP 2-pager on high performance b
duildings to look at. It hasn't changed much from the last time you saw it.

-------------------------------

Extracted 06 High Performance Buildings.doc: 29696 bytes
- Renamed to "06 High Performance Buildings3.doc" to preserve uniqueness

Laitner_skip@epamail.epa.gov----"Jonathan Koomey" <JKoomey@lbl.gov>----0
3/14/2001 06:07:07 PM----Re: Bush reversal on GCC in the POST

-------------------------------

Extracted Attachments

---

"McDonald, Sean C" <sean@pnl.gov>----"<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>----03/
---

As Jeff Harris and Satish Kumar had input, have you shared results? Andrew:
Yes both of the ones I produced are below. ---Original Message--- From: Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov [mailto:Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov] Sent: Thursday, Mar
ch 08, 2001 1:11 PM To: MaryBeth.Zimmerman@ee.doe.gov, Darrell.Beschenede
es@ee.doe.gov, Mark.Ginsberg@ee.doe.gov, Barbara.Sisson@ee.doe.gov, Gail.Mckin
ley@ee.doe.gov, Edward.Pollock@ee.doe.gov, Mark.Bailey@ee.doe.gov, Ronald.
Shaw@ee.doe.gov, Qonnie.Laughlin@ee.doe.gov, John.Talbott@ee.doe.gov, Nicho
lls, Andrew K; McDonald, Sean C Subject: Initial BTS NEP Policy Response Pa
pers

"Nicholls, Andrew K" <ak.nicholls@pnl.gov>----"<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE
E>----03/09/2001 12:04:15 PM----<RE: Lunch plans today

TRY.Dion@ee.doe.gov [mailto:TRY.Dion@ee.doe.gov] Sent: Friday, March 09,
2001 11:39 AM To: Nicholls, Andrew K Subject: Re: Lunch plans today And
rew, Probably tied up for lunch. Maybe we could talk later in the afterno
on if things (budget, NEP) free up. Jerry. "Nicholls, Andrew K" <ak.
nicholls@pnl.gov> on 03/09/2001 09:25:36 AM To: Jerry Dion/E
E/DOE@DOE CC: Subject: Lunch plans today Is your dance card f
ull? If not, and if you have the time, I propose we chow and talk sometimes .
. -AAAS .95 - Arguments against BTS role (Belzer).doc - Arguments for BTS role (Bel
zer).doc

-------------------------------

Extracted AAAS.95: 20692 bytes
Extracted Arguments against BTS Role (Belzer).doc: 41318 bytes
Extracted Arguments for BTS Role (Belzer).doc: 64512 bytes

CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE----CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Darr
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ell Beschen/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<Last BTS NEP Option Paper

----------- Message body  -----------

Extracted Buildings RD Embedded Intelligence V4.doc: 31232 bytes

CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Darr
ell Beschen are working on the remaining two.

----------- Message body  -----------

Here are our first cuts, once scrubbed. I'm waiting on one more.

----------- Attachments  -----------

Extracted Tradeable Permits for NOx and SO2 v3.doc: 42496 bytes
Extracted Building Construction Credit for CAA SIP V-02.doc: 39936 bytes
Extracted Healthy & Productive Buildings Template v3.0.doc: 31232 bytes
Extracted National Energy Policy Option_Purchasing v2.doc: 24576 bytes
Extracted National Energy Policy Option WX V2.doc: 28672 bytes
- Renamed to "National Energy Policy Option WX V20.doc" to preserve uniquenss
Extracted NEP Fiscal Incentives v2.doc: 29184 bytes
Extracted NEP Info Barriers v3.doc: 27548 bytes
Extracted Basic Science Integration Buildings R&D v2.doc: 30208 bytes

CN=Call McKinley/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<03/08/20
01 12:43:11 PM>---<Re: Draft NEP option papers

----------- Message body  -----------

/DOE@DOE cc: Mark Bailey/EE/DOE@DOE, Ronald Shaw/EE/DOE@DOE, Barbara Sisson
/EE/DOE@DOE, William Noel/EE/DOE@DOE, Marsha Penhaker/EE/DOE@DOE, Gregory
Reamy/EE/DOE@DOE
Subject: Draft NEP option papers Here are the two paper
s relating to (a) volume purchasing and (b) weatherization Plus. Baile
y/Noel are working on the remaining two.

----------- Attachments  -----------

Extracted National Energy Policy Option_Purchasing v2.doc: 24576 bytes
- Renamed to "National Energy Policy Option_Purchasing V20.doc" to preserve uniquenss
Extracted National Energy Policy Option WX.doc: 25600 bytes
Extracted National Energy Policy Option_Purchasing.doc: 23040 bytes

CN=Mark Bailey/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<03/08/2001
12:32:19 PM>---<NEP

----------- Message body  -----------

Here is tax credit piece. Thanks to John for some of the details. Mark --
--- Forwarded by Mark Bailey/EE/DOE on 03/08/2001 12:31 PM
--- John Talbott 03/08/2001 12:03 PM To: Mark B
alley/EE/DOE@DOE cc: Subject: Attachments

Extracted NEP Fiscal Incentives.doc: 26112 bytes

CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Pegg
y Podolak/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Lawrence Mansueti/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Eli
ly Krivitz/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Philip Patterson/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<03/08/2001 11:
12:59 AM>---<NEP 2-pagers reminders

----------- Message body  -----------

Since we have to have our first draft of our 2-pagers to po by CDB today, w
ed appreciate receiving each draft as you finish it, so that we can packa
ge and process them more quickly. PS -- Per Budd's guidance on the te
xt for the 02 budget, I've asked for clarification regarding goal statemen
ts, performance measures and milestones. Any feedback you can give me on
what you can do in these areas (via e-mail preferred) would be helpful.

CN=Mark Bailey/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=John Talbott/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<03/08/20
01 10:48:26 AM>---<NEP Incentives piece.

----------- Message body  -----------
DION mail

Here is a very rough piece, still needs a lot of work. John, please fill in the blanks. It goes back to Jerry ASAP. Thanks.

- Message body

Extracted NEP Fiscal Incentives.doc: 25088 bytes
- Renamed to "NEP Fiscal Incentives.doc" to preserve uniqueness

CN=Gail McKinley/OU=EE/O=DOE----<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>-----<03/08/20
01 10:40:31 AM----<Re: Draft NEP option papers

- Message body

OK, no problem! Jerry Dion 03/08/2001 10:24 AM To: Gail McKinley/EE/DOE
E/DOE cc: Subject: Re: Draft NEP option papers Gail, Here is a little tweaking of your paper. Jerry Gail McKinley 03/08/2001 09:47 AM To: Jerry Dion/EE/DOE/DOE cc: Mark Bailey/EE/DOE/DOE, Ronald Shaw/EE/DOE/DOE, William Noel/EE/DOE/DOE, Marsha Penhaker/EE/DOE/DOE, Gregory Reamy/EE/DOE/DOE Subject: Draft NEP option papers Here are the two papers relating to (a) volume purchasing and (b) weatherization. Bailey/Noel are working on the remaining two.

- Message body

Extracted National Energy Policy Option_WX V2.doc: 28672 bytes
- Renamed to "National Energy Policy Option_WX V2.doc" to preserve uniqueness
Extracted National Energy Policy Option_WX.doc: 25600 bytes
- Renamed to "National Energy Policy Option_WX.doc" to preserve uniqueness
Extracted National Energy Policy Option_Purchasing.doc: 23040 bytes
- Renamed to "National Energy Policy Option_Purchasing.doc" to preserve uniqueness

CN=Gail McKinley/OU=EE/O=DOE>---<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<03/08/20
01 09:47:52 AM----<Draft NEP option papers

- Message body

Here are the two papers relating to (a) volume purchasing and (b) weatherization. Bailey/Noel are working on the remaining two.

- Message body

Nicholls, Andrew K <A.K.nicholls@eni.gov>---<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<03/06/2001 05:37:00 PM>---<Re: DRAFT NEP Policy Responses

- Message body

Jerry, Nicely synthesized and substantially enhanced. Reads well. Let's see if any of it survives! Original Message--- From: Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov (mailto:Jerry.Dion@ee.doe.gov) Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2001 3:56 PM To: Mark.Ginsberg@ee.doe.gov; Barbara.Sisson@ee.doe.gov; Gail.Mckinley@ee.doe.gov; Edward.Polloch@ee.doe.gov; John.Talbott@ee.doe.gov; Bonnie.Laughlin@ee.doe.gov; Mark.Bailey@ee.doe.gov; Ronald.Shaw@ee.doe.gov Cc: Nicholls

CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE----<CN=MaryBeth Zimmerman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Bill Beschen/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<NEP Policy Responses - BTS Input

- Message body

Thanks for your patience. Here is our input: Jerry Dion

- Message body

Extracted NEP Policy Responses - BTS.doc: 28672 bytes

CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE----<CN=Mark Ginsberg/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Barbara S
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Extracted NEPPolicyIssues low income families.doc: 31232 bytes

CH=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE/----<CN=Mark Ginsberg/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Barbara Sisson/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Edward Pollock/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Gail McKinley/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=John Talbott/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Ronnie Laughlin/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Ronald Shaw/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Mark Bailey/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>---<NEP Draft Policy Response

Please comment, revise, add... quick as you can - thanks! Jerry -------

---------- Forwarded by Jerry Dion/EE/DOE on 03/06/2001 12:37 PM ----------

"Nicholls, Andrew K" <ak.nicholls@pnnl.gov> on 03/06/2001 12:35:41 PM To: Jerry Dion/EE/DOE cc: "McDonald, Sean C" <snon@pnnl.gov> Subject: Incoming policy snippets, crisis du jour

<NEPPolicyIssues MBZ PNAL Comments to Jerry.doc> Andrew Nicholls Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 901 D St, SW Suite 900 Washington, DC 20024-2115 206.646-5238, FAX 646-5233 - NEPPolicyIssues MBZ PNAL Comments to Jerry.doc

---------- Attachments ----------

Extracted NEPPolicyIssues MBZ PNAL Comments to Jerry.doc: 50688 bytes
- Renamed to "NEPPolicyIssues MBZ PNAL Comments to Jerry0.doc" to preserve uniqueness

"Nicholls, Andrew K" <ak.nicholls@pnnl.gov>------<CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE
E>-----03/06/2001 12:37:06 PM>------<Incoming policy snippets, crisis du jour

---------- Message body ----------

<NEPPolicyIssues MBZ PNAL Comments to Jerry.doc> Andrew Nicholls Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 901 D St, SW Suite 900 Washington, DC 20024-2115 206.646-5238, FAX 646-5233 - NEPPolicyIssues MBZ PNAL Comments to Jerry.doc

---------- Attachments ----------

Extracted NEPPolicyIssues MBZ PNAL Comments to Jerry.doc: 50688 bytes
- Renamed to "NEPPolicyIssues MBZ PNAL Comments to Jerry1.doc" to preserve uniqueness

CN=Michael York/OU=EE/O=DOE/----<CN=Kenneth Friedman/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Peggy Podolak/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Tina Kaarsberg/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Lawrence Manucci/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Jerry Dion/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Philip Patterson/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=David Bromsma/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Ed Wall/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=David Rodries/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Beverly Dyer/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Nancy Jeffery/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE;CN=Darrell Beschen/OU=EE/O=DOE@DOE>-03/05/2001 04:10:21 PM>-<Policy Issues Outline for NEP

---------- Message body ----------

well, to leave you ever more confused, the e-mail I sent out a few minutes ago has an old version of the outline. This is the newer version, and the one you should use. My apologies for the confusion. Michael

---------- Attachments ----------
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Obtained and made public by the Natural Resources Defense Council, March/April 2002
Jerry - I presume you received the email that MB refers to below. Thanks for spearheading this for BTS. Please use your terrific judgment as to whether or not you think we need to take MB up on her offer to meet. -- Mary Beth (6-7249) ------------------ Forwarded by Barbara Sisson/EE/DOE on 03/01/2001 05:19 PM --

Margot Anderson@DOE on 03/01/2001 07:14:14 AM To: Mary Beth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE, Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE, Buddy Garland/EE/DOE@DOE; Subject: Energy Policy Discussion

Message body

The Energy Policy Discussion All, on Monday at 1:00, we will be meeting in room 78-040 to begin the discussion of energy policy options for the national energy policy (phase 2 of our efforts). Joe will be sending a new national energy policy document to the discussion list on Monday.

The Energy Policy Discussion All, on Monday at 1:00, we will be meeting in room 78-040 to begin the discussion of energy policy options for the national energy policy (phase 2 of our efforts). Joe will be sending a new national energy policy document to the discussion list on Monday.
MaryBeth, Please check with Buddy ... we are all tied up with a FY02 must do budget exercise. Perhaps Abe or John can intervene to get more time on NER. CFO and Policy need to find a way to accommodate each other on deadlines - it's mostly the same people who are trying to do both, as it ought to be. Jerry

MaryBeth Zimmerman 02/20/2001 09:18 AM To: #EE-DAS, #EE-ADAS, Kenneth Friedman/EE/DOE/DOE; Jerry Dion/EE/DOE/DOE; Linda Silverman/EE/DOE/DOE; Ellyn Krevitz/EE/DOE/DOE; Ed Wall/EE/DOE/DOE; David Rodgers/EE/DOE/DOE; Gail McKinley/EE/DOE/DOE; Phillip Tseng/EE/DOE/DOE; Peggy Podolak/EE/DOE/DOE; William Noel/EE/DOE/DOE; Philip Overholt/EE/DOE/DOE; Lawrence Mansueti/EE/DOE/DOE; Sam Baldwin/EE/DOE/DOE; Darrell Beschen/EE/DOE/DOE; Michael York/EE/DOE/DOE; Joel Rubin/EE/DOE/DOE; Nancy Jeffery/EE/DOE/DOE; Philip Patterson/EE/DOE/DOE Subject: New version of overview sections attached. This replaces the draft for new sections I & II you received late yesterday. 1. Please review this draft ASAP per Margo Anderson's request below. 2. Please provide Darrell Beschen with any regional information that might be helpful for a chapter on regional energy issues. Everything is due to the White House today. We will be meeting with Margo Anderson at 11:30 today, and may get further instructions at that time. We may also be sending out subsequent drafts for quick comment, if possible.

Thanks.

MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE on 02/20/2001 08:39 AM -- Forwarded by MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE on 02/20/2001 05:22:12 PM To: MaryBeth Zimmerman/EE/DOE@DOE@GMAIL, John Sullivan/EE/DOE@DOE@GMAIL, Abe Haspel/EE/DOE@DOE@GMAIL, TREVOR COOK@GMAIL